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Getting festive

Summer in Australia means catching up 
with family and friends, and in 2020 it 
means seeing out the year on a high note!
While we share some of the traditions with 
our cousins in the northern hemisphere, 
we tend to lack the environmental 
conditions conducive to roasting 
chestnuts on an open fire or even building 
a snowman.
But details like lack of snow, have not 
stopped Warrandyte resident Oliver 
O’Rourke from embracing the festive 
season and he has constructed a wooden 
Christmas snowman for 2020.
Oliver told us this is his first attempt at 
the wooden structure, which stands nearly 
two metres tall and can be seen on Third 
Street, in Warrandyte.
And see pages 7–9 for Christmas lights 
around Manningham. Photo: OLIVER O’ROURKE
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The WD Bulletin is produced to accompany its main publication, the 
Warrandyte Diary. The WD Bulletin exists to engage and inform our readers 
on the issues that cannot wait until the end of the month, and to connect 
and inform communities across Manningham and Nillumbik.
The WD Bulletin is written with the same passion, community spirit and 
sense of place as you would expect in the Warrandyte Diary.

The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. 
Although it has developed over the years, it has retained its strong 
community character, being produced mostly by volunteers with only one 
aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through advertising, it guards 
its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The Diary 
carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character 
of the place it serves. The Warrandyte Diary and the WD Bulletin reach the 
communities of Warrandyte, North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park 
Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground, 
Research, Eltham, Donvale, Doncaster and Templestowe.

The WD Bulletin acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands where 
Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation, and pays 
respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and acknowledges 
the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people continue to 
play within our community.  
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Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra River, 
some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting 
ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of 
the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established its character 
as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Around 
1,900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of 
young painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. 
Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit 
and sense of independence of Warrandyte has been largely retained. This 
newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.

The Warrandyte Diary and the WD Bulletin are made by the community, for 
the community. They weave a thread through the rich tapestry of individuals, 
community groups, sports clubs, associations and businesses that make 
Warrandyte and the surrounding towns the special place that it is.
Advertising supports the publication by covering printing and production 
costs and associated expenses.
Rates listed below are for the Warrandyte Diary Bulletin only, for advertising in 
the main publication contact info@warrandytediary.com.au or see our website.
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not-for-profit newspapers in Victoria.
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Be weather prepared this summer
BY SUSAN FOREMAN
THE BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY’S Summer Climate 
Outlook was released on November 26 and the outlook 
predicts this summer will be very different to the last.
Australia is currently experiencing an active La Niña, which 
is expected to be here right through to autumn.
The Bureau’s Head of Operational Climate Services, Dr 
Andrew Watkins said this means large parts of eastern 
Australia have an increased risk of flooding.
“Our climate outlook is the opposite of what we experienced 
last year in Australia.
“This summer, New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland 
are expected to see above average rainfall, meaning we face 
an increased risk of widespread floods,” he said.
Property owners and mowing businesses will be acutely 
aware of the recent wet weather and the verdant growth that 
has followed, and Dr Watkins warns this is why the risk of 
bushfire is not negated by the wetter weather.
“There is a great chance of grass fires in some areas as recent 
rain and warm weather have led to vigorous vegetation 
growth.
“South eastern Australia is one of the most fire-prone 
regions in the world.
“Even short periods of hot and dry weather increase the 
risk of fire in summer,” he said.
Dr Watkins said the outlook was also a reminder for 
communities to be prepared for heatwaves over the coming 
months.
“Every summer we see heatwaves across southern Australia.
“This summer heatwaves may not reach the extreme 
temperatures of recent years, but may be longer duration 
and more humid, which can still have a significant impact 
on human health.
“Daytime temperatures in summer are likely to be near 
average, but there will be periods of high heat combined 
with milder periods.”
With domestic travel back on the agenda and many 
planning to escape to regional Victoria or interstate, 
(NSW’s COVID lockdown nor withstanding) this is the 
perfect time to reinforce the need to plan and prepare for 
the unexpected.
Severe and extreme weather events, as well as the aftermath 

of last summer’s bushfires, mean you may find some state 
and national parks and attractions closed, so it is best to 
check the CFA website for the current Fire Danger rating in 
the area you are planning to visit as well as Parks Victoria or 
your desired attractions website for the latest information 
on whether or not they are open.
Parks Victoria still have several popular tourist sites closed 
in regional Victoria, due to damage sustained during last 
summer’s bushfires and, more locally, Parks Victoria have 
added The Pound to the list of areas of Warrandyte State 
Park closed on Severe Fire Danger days.
For residents who live outside the Green Wedge who enjoy 
a trip to Warrandyte on a hot summer day, it is vital to check 
the current fire danger rating for the area.
In 2019, Warrandyte Diary partnered with CFA and 
Swinburne University students in Advanced Diploma of 
Screen and Media – Animation to produce a series of Fire 
Safety videos.
These videos are currently available to view on the WD 
Bulletin website warrandytediary.com.au/bulletin.
Nillumbik’s Fire Danger Period began on December 14.
As we go to print, the start of the fire danger period for 
Manningham is yet to be declared.

Photo: JAMES POYNER
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BY SANDI MILLER
MANNINGHAM Council has approved a change 
of location for one of the newly proposed 
Neighbourhood Safer Place – Bushfire Place of 
Last Resort (NSP-BPLR) in Warrandyte.
The new location will incorporate the Warrandyte 
Skate Park and Netball/Basketball courts at 
Warrandyte Reserve.
Goldfields Plaza Shopping Centre Car Park was originally 
put forward for assessment by the Country Fire Authority 
(CFA) and recommended for designation by Council in the 
August Council Meeting, pending a compliant assessment, 
along with the Dudley Road Reserve in Wonga Park and 
the Domeney Reserve Pavilion Veranda in Park Orchards. 
The assessment on Goldfields came back as not compliant 
based on works required on DELWP managed land to the 

south of Warrandyte Goldfields Plaza Shopping 
Centre being unachievable.
Since that time, Council Officers identified a 
more suitable location at the Warrandyte Skate 
Park and Netball/Basketball Courts in Taroona 
Avenue.
The Council Officer’s recommendation to 
change locations was endorsed at the Municipal 

Emergency Management Planning Committee Meeting on 
November 6, 2020.
The adoption of the Wonga Park, Park Orchards and 
amended Warrandyte locations were approved by Council 
at its December meeting.
Council will roll out signage to designate the open spaces 
and to make the NSP-BPLR available to the community for 
use this upcoming fire season.

New, New Safer Place for Warrandyte

BY SANDI MILLER
TEMPLESTOWE RSL has been given a new lease of life, 
when Manningham council bought the venue for $1.25 
million.
Council will lease the club back to the local RSL for 20 
years on condition that it prohibits the operation of poker 
machines.
In an interview with ABC Radio, Manningham Mayor, 
Andrew Conlon explained that about three or four years 
ago Templestowe RSL President Ron Twining approached 
the Council.
“His passion was for the RSL not to go down the path of 
pokies and not to have the building sold off to developers 
and end up with inappropriate development in the middle 
of Templestowe, so we started a process of talking that 
through.
Council met with the trustees over the course of four years 
to broker the deal.
“We worked out a fair price, we worked out a way forward 
of renting it back to the RSL for another twenty years and 
as a result, the RSL have a million dollars in the bank, have 
paid off their debts, they do not have to go to the Victorian 
Branch of the RSL and be forced to give over their assets 
because they can’t maintain them, which is the story for 
many RSLs,” Cr Conlon said.

At the December Council meeting, councillors also voted 
unanimously for Cr Conlon to write to an estimated 30 
Victorian councils which host RSL-branded poker machine 
venues, including problem gambling areas Whittlesea, 
Brimbank, Monash, Geelong and Dandenong, and tell 
them about the model.
Councillor Michelle Kleinert, who moved the motion, said 
the council would be a reliable and trustworthy landlord.
The council will spend about $155,000 on upgrading the 
building.
“The beauty of this is it remains in the hands of our local 
community,” she said.
Despite voting in favour of the motion, Cr Geoff Gough 
spoke against prohibiting poker machines in the club, 
arguing it was unnecessary.
The Parker Street site was purchased by three WWI 
veterans in 1920 who built a memorial hall with the help 
of the council, before part of the site was donated to the 
Templestowe RSL in 1954.
Cr Conlon said Council is one of the biggest property 
holders within Manningham.
“We have open space contributions that developers make 
which we then use as parks, we also use that money 
to acquire properties help create parks in developing 
areas, we recently made a number of purchases around 
Manningham, and Templestowe RSL is one of them.”

Manningham says no to pokies for RSL

It is time to re-connect with your 
community, and there is no better 
place to do it than at Warrandyte 
Neighbourhood House, your local, not 

for profit community organisation. 
Our mission is to promote community connections, provide 
education in its broadest sense and provide opportunities 
for individuals and the community to improve their health 
and well-being. 
We do this by providing courses and clubs run by both 

professional tutors and volunteers.  
New classes and specials in Term 1 include: 
Nutritional Blue Print; Writers Garden (creative writing); 
Lean, Tone & Sculpt ; Be Connected Computers for 
Beginners (free) and a free community morning tea catch 
up, as well as our regular clubs, fitness and arts classes. 
Check out our brochure online and get reconnected with 
your community. 
Early bird rates end January 25. 
www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au

Have a healthy, happy and connected 2021



03 9846 3811

We’re the family                 expertssmile

1 Milne St, Templestowe VIC 3106        (03) 9846 3811 

Specialist orthodontist for straight teeth. 
Book a free consultation at lavrinortho.com.au. 
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BY SUSAN FOREMAN
THE HEIDE Museum is home to the newly restored Doll’s 
House, which was in ruins before being saved from collapse 
after receiving a $60 thousand heritage grant three years 
ago. 
The Doll’s House, a former dairy, was bought by art patrons 
John and Sunday Reed in 1934 and turned into a gathering 
place for an influential network of Australian modernist 
artists known as the Heide Circle. 
The unassuming little building was once home to the 
famous Ned Kelly series by artist Sidney Nolan who painted 
the works on the kitchen table of the Reed’s farmhouse in 
1946 – before they were donated to the National Gallery of 
Australia in 1977. 
Its transformation into a garden display space for the 
Museum included the restoration of the structural frame, 
remounting the watertight exterior envelope, tree removal 
and garden conservation works. 
Minister for Planning Richard Wynne said The Dolls House 
is a rich piece of Victorian history.
“It’s wonderful to see it restored and ready to create another 
chapter in its already extraordinary story,” he said. 
Minister Wynne visited the Heide Museum of Modern Art 
along with Member for Eastern Metro Sonja Terpstra, to 
announce 15 projects that will share in $2.1 million in the 
fifth round of the popular grants program. 
The announcement was attended by William Mora, son of 
Heide Circle artist Mirka Mora, who recalled his childhood 
being spent in the shed with the Reed’s cows.
“They actually had cows that were named after different 
varieties of coffee — there was Cappuccino, Espresso, Café 
Latte, and Café au Lait,” he said, recounting an anecdote 
when he was an eight-year-old, being schooled by John 
Reed on how to milk them.
Mr Mora said it was “wonderful that this building was being 
restored for Heide”.
Heide is just one of the state’s important cultural landmarks 
and buildings being restored and protected under a $60 
million Living Heritage program. 
Mr Wynne said the Living Heritage Program is an investment 
in both the past and the future of our communities and will 

help ensure our heritage is conserved for many generations 
to enjoy.
“These grants are important for the protection of our 
heritage, but they will also play a part in creating jobs, 
boosting tourism and getting communities back on their 
feet.”
This round of projects includes: 
$200,000 to rebuild the La Mama Theatre in Carlton after a 
devastating fire in 2018 
$196,000 to save the Abbotsford Convent Gatehouse 
ensemble currently closed due to safety issues. 
$190,000 to turn the former Railway Engine Shed in Echuca 
into a functioning community space. 
$200,000 to support the restoration of Whitburgh Cottage 
in Kilmore which was built in 1853. 
The Living Heritage Grants Program is the biggest boost 
to heritage assets in Victorian history, funding the repair 
and restoration of the most significant places and objects 
throughout the state. 
Applications for the next round of grants opens on February 
1, 2021. 
heritage.vic.gov.au/grants/living-heritage-program. 

Local heritage restored
Photo: NICOLE BLAND

Heide Artistic Director Lesley Harding with 
Sonja Terpstra and Richard Wynne
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BY DAVID HOGG
STAGE 1 of  the upgraded Warrandyte Lions Park is now 
open, with many curious locals exploring the new space 
since the fencing was removed on December 17.
Manningham’s newly elected Mayor, Cr Andrew Conlon, 
said attention will now turn to Stage 2 of the project. 
“Stage 2 of the master plan includes a major upgrade and 
expansion to the existing Federation Play Space, a new 
shelter, barbecue and picnic area, and an art project. 
“The proposed play space is inspired by the local 
environment.
“It is also inspired by the new wildlife bridge crossing 

which is being completed in December as part of Stage 1,”  
Cr Conlon said. 
Children of all ages and abilities will be able to connect 
with nature and move among the tree tops in the proposed 
play space upgrade along the Warrandyte River Reserve. 
A concept plan for the play space has been developed as 
part of Stage 2 of the Lions Park master plan upgrade.
Community consultation closed on December 18. 
Works on Stage 2 of the Lions Park upgrade are anticipated 
to begin in late 2021 and be completed in 2022. 
For more information:  
yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/lions-park

Lions Park Stage 1 open

Photos: SANDI MILLER

Newly opened Stage 1 of Warrandyte Lions Park
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BY STEPHANIE CARAGLANIS
ALTHOUGH 2020 has been a whirlwind of emotion, there 
is always one spirit that can never be dampened, the spirit 
of Christmas. 
A favourite pastime for many during this festive season is 
walking the streets of our neighbourhoods, gazing at the 
incredible Christmas light displays Manningham residents 
pour so much time, love, and effort into; this year is no 
exception. 
To find the most dazzling décor in our community, the 
Bulletin has you covered.
Edwin Road, Templestowe is a consistent Eastern Suburbs 
favourite, the whole street shining in green, red and white 
hues, mistletoe motifs, dripping in lights and, inflatable 
Santas everywhere you look, with awe inspiring sights 
around every corner. 
The glistening strip showcases snow machines, soulful 
carols playing at a distance, and the most realistic Santa 
projection you have ever seen. 
Edwin Road resident, Rod, found it more important than 
ever to spread the Christmas cheer after the hardships we 
have all faced this year. 
“This year the Christmas lights are special for us as there are 
so many people that have been affected by the lockdowns, 
we wanted to put on our display to make people smile. 
“We hope our lights will make people happy this Christmas,” 
said Rod. 
Rod’s family have been kind enough to open their front 
yard to families looking to join in on the Christmas cheer, 
with their range of interactive activities including a letter 
to Santa station and their very own Santa’s sleigh, which 
visitors are welcome to sit on and take an Insta-worthy shot. 
Another Edwin Road local, George, was inspired by 
religious imagery, symbolising the birth of Jesus for his 
home’s display.
“We do the decorations for the people, to spread a bit of 
Christmas cheer and bring a bit of happiness, especially 
after this year” he said.
81-year-old resident Tony has been putting on his 
extravagant display for the people of Templestowe for 30 
years, out of his sheer love for making people happy during 

Christmas time.
Tony’s daughter spoke to the Bulletin about the joy Tony 
experiences when he sees passers-by enjoying his display.
“We often get Christmas cards in the letter box from 
strangers and Dad loves when people come up to the door 
with a smile on their face.”
Tony tells of the laborious work it takes him and his family 
members to set up his lights every year, taking the better 
part of four weeks to prepare.
However, this effort is all worth it to be able to spread joy 
and spend quality time with his family.
Next on our list is the slightly more demure, Macedon Road, 
Templestowe Lower.
The minimalistic approach residents have taken laces the 
street with beautiful twinkling fairy lights.
Macedon Road’s George reminisces on the family memories 
that inspire him to get creative every year.“
The inspiration came from my family and friends who years 
ago decorated my house without our knowledge while my 
family and I were on an overseas trip.“
We landed back in Melbourne on Christmas Eve and as 
we approached, we saw this glow on our house — as we 
got closer, we realised it was fully decked out in Christmas 
lights.“
Ever since then, I organised a yearly decorating event with 
friends and family; all the adults and kids get involved, it is a 
great way to enjoy everyone’s company over food and drinks 
while we decorate the house,” George told WD Bulletin.
Darvall Street, Donvale hosts an extravaganza of multi-
coloured lights, giant snowmen and reindeer, a candy 
cane archway, leaving no inch of property bare, and not a 
detail spared.
Outside the Christmas wonderland, you will notice a sign 
prompting visitors to return after 8:30pm, where the entire 
display will be on full show, leaving you filled with awe at 
the glittering showcase of all things festive.
As we gear up to celebrate a Christmas like no other, 
we remember what is truly important — community, 
kindness and spreading joy in any way we can, just to make 
somebody’s day that little bit brighter.
See over for more photos.

Getting in the Christmas Spirit 
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Tony in his Christmas wonderland
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BY SANDI MILLER
DEB GRAHAM of Blue Pear Pantry has not only survived 
2020, but thrived.
Following a better year than the pandemic portended in 
March, Blue Pear Pantry has topped off the year with a 
prestigious Lux Award for the best pastries in Melbourne 
and a Northern Business Achievement Award.
After more than a decade in commercial hospitality, Deb 
established her “home cooked meals” business in 2015.
Since then she has transformed her initial idea into an 
award-winning, homemade pie and sausage roll business.
Deb spoke to WD Bulletin about the origins of Blue Pear 
Panty and how 2020 saw her business grow.
Her journey begins in 2015, when, as a stay-at-home mum, 
she was looking for a way to be productive when her kids 
went back to school.
“I thought, all this free time, what am I going to do — six 
hours is a long time — it is really not — but I thought ‘best 
get a job’,” she said.
Step one was she landed a role at McDonalds.
“I was at Maccas for 13 years, five of that was in management, 
so they put me all through the courses that I actually use 
now,” she said.
She said working for the fast-food chain gave her a 
grounding in all the aspects she needed to run a business 
— from business and employee management, to food 
handling.
“From there I went to work with my brother… I did all his 
office admin, so he taught me everything to do with that, so 
two jobs led to what I do now — little pieces of the puzzle 

coming together,” she said.
She modestly says the development of her award-winning 
pies and sausage rolls is down to luck.
“I know what flavours I like, and I try and put more vegies 
in there, so it is kind of a healthy thing.
“On the food advisory service, I am one of the few pie 
makers that have an amber [Healthy Choices guidelines] 
on their products, most of them are red because they have 
all these things like stabiliser and preservatives and all that 
kind of stuff, which I do not have in my cupboard to hand 
— I do not know how to use them, so I never have.
“If you take away the pastry, I would get a green light — but 
I cannot take away the pastry.
“They are my own recipes; I know what I like and other 
people seem to like it too, so that is very nice,” she said.
She first developed a range of healthy, home-cooked, ready-
meals, and then in 2017 entered three of her top sellers into 
the regional food awards.
“The sausage rolls were never meant to be on the menu, 
because it is not healthy and it is not low carb, they are just 
nice — and they came back with a silver medal.”
Despite reservations about pivoting away from her healthy 
food model, she decided to focus on her sausage rolls.
“We did that for the next twelve months — we just did the 
sausage rolls and people started asking for gluten free, so 
we did gluten free, and they started asking for pies, so we 
did pies.”
She produces her award-winning pies and sausage rolls out 
of her home commercial-grade kitchen.
This means that her entrepreneurship rubs off on the rest 
of the family.

Blue skies for local entrepreneur
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Engagement Policy feedback sought

“My son, Owen, has his own little business, it is called 
Lemonade by Owen, on a percentage-wise he was making 
more than I was at the market.
“He is 11, going into Grade 6 next year, but what he has 
picked up just watching me, just being a sponge, I am so 
impressed with him, he has got his plan and everything.
“Phil and I make the lemonade and he sells it.
“From whatever he sells, I take 10 per cent for the market 
stall, and then he pays his sister and he keeps the rest.
“He brought himself a PS4, and now he wants to bottle it 
and put it in the supermarket.”
Deb said, like Owen, she also had big plans for expansion 
at the start of 2020, her aim was to expand from having 
product in 26 stores, to 81 stores.
But like everyone, those plans had to be put on pause.
Deb said she felt the first inkling that she would have to 
change her plans was learning about the cancellation of 
the Australian Grand Prix.
“I heard that they had cancelled the Grand Prix, and I 
thought — ‘all that food’, because everyone was lined up at 
the gate and they cancelled it.
“I just felt numb, there is something else in the atmosphere 

going on, that we are not aware of, even with what was going 
on in the rest of the world.
“So I approached several different, already established, 
home delivery services and said ‘do you want to take our 
products?’
“And that is what got me through COVID.
“Because we were flat out,” said Deb.
She said Blue Pear was one of the two per cent of businesses 
that employed more people, rather than putting them off.
She said that now everyone is out and about and going out 
to restaurants she has quietened down again.
With life returning to a semblance of normal, for many, 
Deb has shifted back to her “tastings” business model and 
is preparing to kick off 2021 with a series of store visits.
But for now, Deb has topped off her 2020 with a prestigious 
Lux Award for the best pastries in Melbourne and a 
Northern Business Achievement Award.
Until she breaks for Christmas on December 23, those in 
3113 or 3095 can take advantage of free delivery, without the 
usual $40 minimum spend, on any of Blue Pears delicious 
pies or sausage rolls.  
bluepearpantry.com.au

BY SUSAN FOREMAN   
NILLUMBIK SHIRE Council  are seeking further 
community input into its Community Engagement 
Pol ic y  a f ter  the draft  pol ic y  was endorsed by 
Council  to be put out for public consultation. 
The draft policy will be open for public comment and 
submission until January 26, 2021, and Council are 
seeking extensive community feedback as it works 
toward finalising and adopting this key document.   
Changes to the Victorian Local Government Act in March 
2020, have made it mandatory for all councils to have a 
community engagement policy in place by March 1, 2021. 
The draft policy marks the second phase of a community 
consultation process and follows a survey conducted in 
October and November. 
The survey sought the community’s views on how it would 
like to be engaged, the issues on which it wanted to be 
engaged and obtained feedback on barriers to engagement. 
T h e  d ra f t  p o l i c y  w a s  i n f o r m e d  by  re s p o n s e s 
to the survey, as well as by direct feedback sought 
and obtained from various community groups. 
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins said the Community 
Engag ement Polic y  would guide Council’s  aim 
of ensuring and strengthening closer collaboration 
with the community on a range of  key issues. 
“The Community Engagement Policy sets out the way 
Council will consult and interact with the community in 
its planning and decision-making. 
“It is vitally important with a document of this scope 
that the community be given the opportunity to 
provide input into its development,” Cr Perkins said.   
“We’ve reached the busy end of what has been a very 
difficult year, but we’re committed to giving every member 
of our community — regardless of age, gender, where you 
live in the Shire or what you do for a living — the chance to 

have your say on how you’d like to be engaged by Council.” 
“This policy will provide the foundation to ensure our 
community is at the centre of all Council decisions.”
He said, also included in the draft policy, is a commitment 
to apply deliberative engagement practices as required by 
legislation.
Among the key features of deliberative engagement is that 
it must be: 

• Representative: in the sense that it involves a 
representative cross-section of the community, usually 
selected at random — with the aim of maximizing 
inclusion

• Deliberative: allowing for extended consideration of a 
key question; and

• Influential: Participants will be informed of the level of 
influence the community engagement process will have 
on Council decision-making

Examples of when Council may undertake deliberative 
engagement include the long term Community Visions, 
Four-Year Council plans, financial management plans, 
Asset Management Plans and in projects of significant 
scope, complexity and impact.

To obtain a copy of the draft community engagement 
policy and to have your say, visit:  
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/community-engagement

You can also attend a virtual community conversation 
and feedback session on January 14, 2021 by registering 
at www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/community-conversations 
or calling 9433 3345 before 26 January 26, 2021. 
You can also post comments on Council’s various social 
media channels or email engagement@nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
Hard copies of the draft policy will also be available 
at Council facilities including at the Civic Centre in 
Greensborough, Neighbourhood Houses and libraries.
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2020 HAS SEEN a dramatic increase in the number of 
people working from home, and with that some new 
problems have been highlighted.
One of the more common issues we have faced is a 
deficiency in people’s home Wi-Fi, so I thought I would 
share a few tips with you.

Pointing in the right direction
If your Wi-Fi router has one or more external antennas, 
make sure they are pointing straight up (vertical), this helps 
the signals move in the right direction.

Location, location, location
No matter what Wi-Fi equipment you use, the location of 
that equipment within your home is critical.
If, like most people, you have a single router with built-in 
Wi-Fi, then you want to make sure it is located somewhere 
in your house that is central to where you want to use your 
Wi-Fi enabled devices.
Wi-Fi uses radio waves to send and receive data; those waves 
move at the speed of light and just like light they can, and 
do, bounce off of walls and other objects around your home.
When trying to find the ideal location for your router it can 
be helpful to imagine you are, instead, placing a large very 
bright flood light.
Imagine your house at night time with all the lights turned 
off, next turn on your imaginary flood light and see which 
parts of your house are lit up.
Obviously the areas very close to the light will be super 
bright, but what does it look like in adjacent rooms?
How much light will bounce off the walls and illuminate 
those rooms?
Using this thought experiment you should be able to find 
a suitable location within your home to place your Wi-Fi 
router.
Of course, this is a simplification of what can be the very 
complicated science of radio wave propagation, but it is still 
a useful tool to have under your belt.

It is a two-way conversation
Not all Wi-Fi devices are created equally.
The quality and power of Wi-Fi enabled devices are highly 
variable and it is important to remember that Wi-Fi is a 
two-way conversation, all Wi-Fi devices have to both send 
AND receive radio signals.
Think of it like a shouted conversation between two people 
in different rooms, one of the two will be able to shout 
louder than the other and will also have better hearing.
Buying a router with a really powerful radio in it will not 
solve most problems.
Sure, a more powerful radio will be able to send its signal 
farther, but the device on the other end (probably) will 
not be able to “shout” just as loudly so you end up with an 
imbalance.

If you find that some of your Wi-Fi devices work in certain 
areas of your home while others do not this is almost 
certainly down to the differences in the quality of the Wi-Fi 
radios on those devices.

Extending the range of your Wi-Fi system
If after you have moved your Wi-Fi router to the best 
location in the house your Wi-Fi is still under-performing 
then you need to find a way to extend your Wi-Fi coverage.
There are a few ways to do this, each with their own pros 
and cons:
Wi-Fi range extenders are readily available and can be 
helpful in certain situations.
Using the analogy of a shouted conversation, a range 
extender adds a third person to the mix.
This middle-man relays the conversation between the 
router and the Wi-Fi device.
But, because the radio signals are being repeated there is 
less overall bandwidth available limiting how much data 
can be moved and how quickly.
Range extenders are not a good choice for high-bandwidth, 
low latency applications such as HD video streaming or 
online gaming.
Use a cabled connection instead.
If you have just one or two devices out of range of your 
Wi-Fi and those devices happen to have an on-board 
Ethernet port, you can run an Ethernet cable to these 
devices to bypass Wi-Fi all together.
Alternatively, you might prefer to use an Ethernet over 
power adapter which uses the existing electrical cabling in 
your home to send and receive the network signal.
Add an access point to your network.
An access point is a stand-alone device that allows you to 
create a wireless network.
Go back to the flood light thought experiment to figure out 
where you would place a second access point in your house 
to extend your coverage.
Commercial Wi-Fi systems are now very affordable and 
are so much better than home routers with built-in Wi-Fi.

ABOUT ADAM

Adam has lived in Warrandyte for seven years and founded 
his company, Australia Wide I.T., in 2005.
If you need Wi-Fi coverage over a large area (including 
outdoors), or you just want to make sure you have got the 
best Wi-Fi system for your home or office, you should seek 
professional advice from Australia Wide I.T.

DOT COM

BY ADAM GOUDGE

Consistent connections
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DO YOU SECRETLY long to emulate Frank Costanza’s 
anti-Christmas Festivus recital of the many ways in which 
his family has disappointed him over the past year, but feel 
too afraid that an airing of grievances might result in more 
blood shedding than Frank’s Feats of Strength contest?
Are you also looking for a simple, family friendly activity 
that even younger children can join?
The Werewolves of Millers Hollow, or its variant, Lupus in 
Tabula, may be the card game for you!
Opportunities abound to persecute your least-favourite 
family members — all in a spirit of fun!
And very little skill, or even mental agility, is required!
Just rat cunning, and a willingness to fling aspersions 
around with abandon and persecute your fellow villagers.
Known among our extended family simply as Werewolf, this 
game has, in its simplest form, become rather a tradition 
— not least as it can be played while sitting around in a 
post-feast torpor.
Though marketed for players aged eight and over, our 
simple variant can be enjoyed by those a little younger, who 
are not afraid to join a persecuting mob.
All players are given a character card, revealing they are 
either a villager or one of two werewolves.
They must not reveal their identity to others — though too 
much post-feast brain fog can make for extremely poor 
undercover tradecraft.
The volunteer moderator then recites that the sun is setting 
and all are falling asleep across the village.
Everyone closes their eyes (or tries not to get caught 
peeking: instant werewolf food!), and slap their legs to cover 
any accidental noise.
The moderator asks the two werewolves to open their eyes, 
recognise each other, and then silently agree which villager 
they wish to mutilate.
They close their eyes and the moderator wakes the village, 
intoning solemnly that a terrible event has occurred 
overnight — with the gruesome corpse of — points 
dramatically to the victim — discovered on the village 
green.
The villagers are scared, and angry!
A mob forms to avenge the death!
But who to kill?
Which among them is secretly a werewolf?
Here, the fun starts.
Unbridled accusations may be levelled at all and sundry!
Villagers seek to ensure they are not made innocent 
scapegoats, while the real werewolves work to deflect 
attention from themselves.
Outrageous accusations and bare faced lying help 
immensely.
Finally, it comes to a vote.
As each vote is cast, the recipient must raise a finger.

The person accumulating 
t h e  h i g h e s t  t a l l y  i s 
pursued and killed by 
the angry mob.
All from the safety of 
armchairs, surrounded 
b y  b o w l s  o f  c h i p s , 
chocolates, wine, plum 
pudding and custard.
T h e  d e s p a t c h e d 
u n f o r t u n a t e  i s  n o t 
allowed to reveal whether 
they were a villager or a 
werewolf.
They cannot even speak.

And so another night begins…
Can the villagers lynch the werewolves before the 
werewolves kill them?
Only the moderator can inform the group when:
a) The two werewolves have been successfully eradicated, 
or
b) the numbers of surviving villagers and werewolves is 
now equal (two and two, or one and one), at which point 
the werewolves cheerfully slaughter the remaining villagers 
and win the game.
This is the simplest form of the game and easy for most to 
follow.
For those wanting a little more complexity, further 
characters can be added, with special powers.
Werewolf is a fabulous option when you have run out of 
civil conversation, cannot be bothered extricating yourself 
from a chair and do not feel like perusing the usual dismal 
Christmas television options.
Happy Festivus to you all!
And happy hunting!
Werewolf, Lupus of Tabula, Ultimate Werewolf and other 
variations are available to purchase online or from your 
usual board game speciality retailer.

What’s your favourite family board or card game?
Are you a fan of Settlers of Catan, Boss Monster, or Cards 
against Humanity?
Or do you go for the classics such as Monopoly and Cludeo? 
Let us know what your favourite board or card games are, 
bulletin@warrandytediary.com.au

ABOUT SAM

Sam Brown is a Warrandyte writer with journalism, military 
and Commonwealth agency experience.
He loves history and has been playing computer simulations 
for more than 20 years, with a particular fondness for high-
fidelity PC military simulations and wargames, where he 
tries to apply his real-world military experience.
Sadly, this is frequently unsuccessful in the virtual world, for 
he has been outfoxed by cunning missile battery operators 
and had to take to the parachute more times than he cares 
to recall.

A howling Christmas for all!
PLAYER ONE

BY SAM BROWN
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LIVING IN THE hills can make you yern for ocean swells, 
lapping tides, raucous seagulls, clouds passing by… 
Books in the bag complete the picture.
Here are some of the books we are taking in our backpack 
for the whole family. 
Buy any of these titles from Eltham Bookshop, 970 Main 
Road, Eltham and receive a free mystery book to take along.
Just say the words Beach Books, please.
Our team of booksellers and ardent booklovers wishes the 
readers of WD Bulletin a very happy and safe festive season 
and holidays.
  

Trio 
By William Boyd
Join three protagonists and 
their very secret lives, set 
against the Swingin’ Sixties 
when politics, protest, music 
and films were inexorably 
linked. 
From an accomplished 
wordsmith and screenwriter 
t h i s  m o s t  e n j o y a b l e 
cinematic book is a comic 
and insightful peep into 
the world of art and its 
particular inhabitants. 
Assured, wise prose will 
have you chuckling and 

mulling over the amazing cast of characters assembled for 
a story that truly rolls on. 
Gin and tonic called for. 

Tribal Lores 
by Archimede Fusillo
A witty  tale about the 
fragility of young people 
placed between two cultures 
navigating their coming of 
age and making sense of the 
world they live in. 
This book will have your 
teens actually  reading 
on the beach until long 
shadows are cast, because 
they will recognise so much; 
the camaraderie, trials 
and tribulations of young 
adulthood. 
The embarrassment of 
families and their love.

  Welcome, Baby, to 
this World
By Jess Racklyeft 
If you have a young 
baby to play with 
under the shade of a 
sun hat this is a lyrical 
and clever picture 
book to celebrate 
your parental love 
and care and all the 
invisible strings that 
bind you.

Piranesi 
by Susanna Clarke
You will make a bold 
splash when you sashay 
down the beach carrying 
this book in its matching 
tote. 
Once you start reading 
y o u  w i l l  b e  c a r r i e d 
away in a story that is a 
labyrinth. 
Like Piranesi you will 
explore the world that 
exists between reality 
and illusion, between 
solitude and longing for 
the other, between magic 

and reason, beauty and danger. 
Gaze into one of the paintings of 18th century Venetian 
artist Giovanni Battista Piranesi before you start reading 
this masterpiece and you will unfold some of its deepest 
messages.

Loving Country: A guide to 
sacred Australia
By Bruce Pascoe and Vicky 
Shukuroglou
This books whispers land 
lores in your ear. 
Each page is filled with 
entrancing details about 
crabs, birds, ancient tribal 
ways of looking after land 
and its creatures. 
It asks us to open our eyes, 
and our hearts and listen 
intently to the rhymes and 

rhythms that should dictate our lives filled with work, joy 
and leisure-yarn telling like no other. 
Legendary Bruce Pascoe and local activist, arist  
Vicky Shukuroglou have woven the chapters together  
to encourage and incite you to travel with deep 
consciousness.

Big Bag of Beach Reads
BOOK NOOK

BY MEERA GOVIL, 
ELTHAM BOOKSHOP
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BY DON HUGHES
DEVASTATED BY relentless fires, the Corryong District in 
North East Victoria (near Kosciusko National Park) needed 
assistance to recover.
The ravaged country and disrupted lives had taken a severe 
beating.
Scouting helped provide a path for recovery.
Four surplus patrol tents were gifted by Warrandyte Scouts 
to the newly formed Corryong Scouts.
Camping activities for our remote bush friends provides a 
wonderful medium to help heal the physical and emotional 
damage of fire.
This new found Scouting focal point for the youth of 
Corryong helps reconnect not only the youth and families, 
but also the whole country, including the wildlife.
Warrandyte’s first Queen’s Scout for nearly a decade, 
Horatio Yen, helped a group of Venturer Scouts restore four 
older tents back to pristine condition.
Scouts Victoria’s Commissioner for Development, Alan 
Harding, a Queen’s Scout recipient himself commended 

Warrandyte Scout’s for their ingenuity.
“The Warrandyte Scouts had thought long and hard on how 
to assist their fellow Scouts in a time of great need.”
Alan was presented the tents by the Warrandyte Scouts at 
a simple ceremony beside the Yarra River.
He delivered them to the Corryong Scouts with Warrandyte’s 
best wishes.

Warrandyte Scouts do a good turn
Photo: ALAN HARDING

1st Corryong receiving their tents

BY SANDI MILLER
NORTH EAST Link Project (NELP) dealt a blow to the 
tennis community in North Eastern Melbourne as it proudly 
announced the relocation of the Boroondara Tennis Centre 
(BTC), over 30 kilometres south, to Glen Waverley.
While the new 18-court tennis centre to be built in Glen 
Waverley may be wonderful for the residents of Monash, 
this decision has done very poorly by tennis players in 
Boroondara and neighbouring municipalities who use the 
current 23-court regional facilitiy.
Boroondara Council struck an agreement with the NELP 
in July to move the tennis centre outside the municipality, 
ensuring the nearby Freeway Golf Course could retain its 
18-holes.
Boroondara Council said it was left with a difficult decision 
and sought to keep the open space that the golf course 
provides, although in a reduced footprint.
“At no stage did we support NELP’s proposal to relocate 
the BTC to the golf course,” the council said in a statement.
“Boroondara does not have any tracts of land equivalent in 
area to the 3.68 hectares occupied by the BTC.”
The new tennis centre is expected to open in mid-2023 with 
local tennis clubs moving in soon after. 
BTC will continue to operate until late 2022.
The new tennis centre, to be delivered by Monash City 
Council, will have lights on each court, a new multi-sport 
pavilion, practice facilities and upgrades to the car park 
and pedestrian paths and will host several tournaments 
each year, presumably including the popular Schoolboys 
and Schoolgirls tournaments, which have until now been 
hosted at Boroondara. 
Manningham Council’s Director of City Services, Rachelle 
Quattrocchi, said Council understands that NELP 

negotiated the terms and acquisition of the BTC with the 
City of Boroondara.
While the existing centre is on the boundary with 
Manningham, Manningham Council had no input into the 
decision to relocate the tennis facility to Glen Waverley. 
“We understand our community members who regularly 
use the BTC  are unlikely to travel to Glen Waverley for their 
tennis activities. 
“Manningham does have a number of tennis courts 
available for community to use, and we encourage the 
community to utilise these facilities.” 
Ms Quattrocchi said Council will be reviewing tennis 
facilities within Manningham to plan for the future 
development of tennis facilities for the benefit of the 
community. 

Tennis Centre ‘out’ for Boroondara
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